[Jan't, ARTICLE XX. Odontological Society.
Nov'r 2, 1857.?Arnold Rogers, Esq., V. P., in the chair. This being the first meeting of the session 1857?'58, the chairman made a few introductory remarks on taking the chair.
He expressed his satisfaction at seeing so manymembers present, and congratulated them that mortalityhad not visited the ranks of the society during the past session. He said that they had still, however, to regret the absence of their worthy president, whose health continued in such a state as to preclude the possibility of his taking the chair; as also, Mr. Nasmyth, a member of the council, who was prevented from attending their meetings from a similar cause. He trusted that the future meetings of the coming session would be as numerously attended as the present; and be conducted with the same harmony, and be productive of the same good results, as those of the last session. Mr. Alexander Marshall Duff then read a paper "On the Materials used by Dentists." The author commenced by stating that he was desirous of being understood as having no wish to lay down laws to be obeyed or rules to be followed, as in the selection of the materials best fitted, every dentist, he had no doubt, was actuated by a desire to do the best he could, but he was desirous of giving a somewhat lengthened testimony to the materials he had found to be the most suitable and durable.
And without going scientifically into the component parts or chemical constituents of the materials used by dentists, he thought it would best answer the purpose he had in hand, to speak of that only of which he had a personal knowledge. Mr. Duff said it would be inconsistent with fact, were he to speak of the dentists as a body some twenty-five years ago, but he thought that there was a sufficient approximation of practice among the leading dentists in this country at that time, to warrant him in saying, that the materials then in use were metallic and animal, with the occasional use of a mineral substance. The metallic substances were gold, silver and platina, but the latter being difficult to obtain commercially, was used in small quantities, and that principally in form of wire. He considered gold, then, as now holding the first place among the metals, owing to its extreme applicability to dental purposes, and because of its hardness, ductility, purity, and unoxydizable character in the mouth. He proceeded to compare silver and platina with gold, and said that gold would always hold the first place among the metals used.
The author then alluded to the animal substances in use, and in naming them gave priority in value as they were classed: they were hippopotamus tusk, walrus tusk, whale teeth, and ivory, and with the exception of ivory, the same substances were still used, but he considered hippopotamus as being by far the most suitable of all the animal substances ; in its density it more nearly resembled dentine: he pointed out several peculiarities possessed by walrus tusks, capable of a considerable resistance to the action of acids in the mouth, and admitting of a high degree of polish; still, from its softness, he considered it less valuable: and with respect to whale teeth, he was not in a position to speak of its lasting properties, but he had an objection to use it from its oifensive odor and bad color; he considered it as the coarsest in grain, and commercially the cheapest of all. Natural teeth, he thought, might best be considered as dental substitutes, comparatively, with the mineral teeth of the present day. After 
